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SPEED RECORD BROKEN.
Pan, France, Jan. 24. Maurice
the Yench aviator, flying in
his monoplane, made world's records
today for the distances of 200, 250
and :!00 Kilometers (124.28, 155,35 and
He cov186.41 miles respectively).
ered the 200 kilometers in one hour,
64 minutes and 21 seconds, the 250
kilometers In two hours, 22 minutes
and 57 seconds, and the 300 kilomeul minutes.
MANCHU TROOPS OF IMPERIAL ters in two hours and
200 kilometers had
record
for
The
CHINESE ARMY AND PREbeen held since September ?, 1910,
MIER'S MEN DISAGREE
by Aubrun, the French aviator, who
flew the distance in his Bleriot monoat Bordeaux In two hours, 18
plane
THE SITUATION IS CRITICAL
seconds.
minutes and 30
Tabuteau also established new recIT IS FEARED YUAN SHI KAI MAY ords for a flight of two and of three
hours. In two hours he covered 205
BE MURDERED THOUGH
kilometers, 287 meters (127 miles,
ARE ATKEN
five furlongs), and three hours 316 ki
lometers, 287 meters (196 miles, 973
WHOLE REGIMENTS DESERTING yards).

INTERNAL STRIFE

LAS VEQA8 DAIILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY

OFFICER

DIES.

PIPE

INTEREST
DEALER FROM OMAHA TESTIFIES
THAT LUMBER ASSOCIATION
DID NOT FORM TRUST.

PLENTY

COMPETITION

OF

WITNESS MAINTAINED SIX YAflDS
AND PURCHASED LARGE SHIPMENTS MONTHLY.

COERCION

NO

BULLARD

MR.

WAS

KNEW

IN

II

FORMATION

TO DIE

EDITION.

ADMINISTRATION

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 24. Governor
Dlx has refused to Interfere In the
case of Albert W. Wolter, slayer of
Ruth Wheeler, the girl whom he lured
to his rooms in New York city on the
pretense of employment as a stenographer. Wolter will be electvoci
in Sing Sing prison Monday morning.
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N--

LK

CONGRESS

HADLEY

BURN8 13 FAVORITE.

Oakland, Cal., Jan. 24 The first TAFT'S FORCES HAD DEPENDED
SIXTY-TWCORPORATIONS WILL IT IS CHARGED THAT FALSE
elimination contest of the
lightweight
UPON HIM TO GIVE THEM HIS
PORTS ARE MADE CONCERNCOME UNDER INSPECTION OF
year will take place here tonight in
ENTIRE SUPPORT.
ING RAILWAY MAIL
the 10 round match between Frankie
THE EXPERTS
Burns, of Oakland and Jack Britton,
of Chicago.
Betting stood 10 to 8 to- RULES MISSOURI
SITUATION
TO DETERMINE RATE VALIDITY ACCUSE POSTMASTER GENERAL day with Burns the favorite.
RE-
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UP-O-

SECRETARY NAGEL HAD TURNED
SUIT FOR LARGE SUM
OVER THE REIGNS IN THE
Mexico City, Jan. 24. The Daily
Mexican said that a $37,000,00;) suit
STATE TO GOVERNOR.
has been filed In New Yorki by Henry
Dekay, receiver for the Mexican National Packing company, against the PHILIPPINES DOLT THE RANKS
Bank of Montreal for damages arising out of the failure of the United WILL
THEIR DELE
INSTRUCT
States Banking company.
AGAINST

GATES TO VOTE
Guayaquil, Ecuador, Jan. 21 ComTO TESTIFY THEY MAY BE
OIL TRUST TO BE USED AS
STANCE WHERE ANY (ERSON8
mander Levi C. Bertillette of the UnitTAFT RENOMI NATION.
GOVERNMENT 8EIZES OPIUM.
DISCHARGED
EVIDENCE
WERE INTERFERED WITH.
ed States cruiser Yorktown, reportnd
San Francisco, Jan. 24. An express
ill several days ago with yellow fever,
shipment of 46 pounds of Inferior
Washington, Jan. 24 Friends ot
Washington, Jan. 24. Charges that smoking opium valued at $3 100 was
died
New York, Jan. 24. An Inquiry inKansas City, Jan. 24. Further tessuddenly aboardshi) here at "
imadministration were surprised to
24.
Two
the
thousand
Jan.
Peking,
to refute the state's to rates, Regulations and practices of the postmaster general and other pos- seized by the government agents just
this
o'clock
morning.
designed
timony
day at the announcement that Govern
perial trops stationed at the city of
tal officials suppress facts and misin
to the sailing of the liner Mon- or Had ley of Missouri had come out
allegation that the Yellow Pine Man- 62 pipe line, oil and transit comprior
Sian Yang in the province of Hupeh
as to the safety of the
ufacturers' association fosters a sys- panies
approximately form congress,
golia. The opium was consigned to in support of the nomination of Colcontrolling
to the northwest of Hankow are rethe railway mail ser Honolulu. It is believed
in
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of
lives
and
fixing
was
of
of
lines
tem
competition
miles
200,000
by the agents onel Roosevelt.
begun
pipe
stifling
VISITS
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Governor Hadley's
ROYAL
in
to
the
of
revolted
favor
have
comported
the current prices on lumber was in- here today by the interstate com- vice were made before the house
that the drug came In over the Mexi- support had been counted upon by po
republic.
troduced by the defense today at the merce commission, on the commis- mittee on postoffiees today by Urban can border.
litical advisers of President Taft.
The excitement in Peking is diminof the hearing of the ous- sion's own initiative, to determine A. Walter of Denver, Colo., formerly
resumption
STOCK
de
of
When the Missouri governor was in
to
a
the slowness
ishing owing
ter suit against 2(i lumber companies whether the rates are unjustly dis- a railway mail clerk and editor of
Preseveral weeks ago, it was
for
and
Washington
precautions
velopments
postal journal.
business in Missouri.
or unduly preferential.
transacting
criminatory
FROZE
TRUST
STEEL
announced that he had practically
mier Yuan Shi Kai's safety have been
It was stipulated at the opening of Specific regulations of the postofflce
W. C. Bullard, a retail lumber dealer
lessened. Persistent reports that the THE STAY OF THE CONNAUGHTS
dis
to
pledged himself to support Mr. Taft
he said, forbid clerks
of Omaha, testified that in 1908, when the Inquiry that the testimony in the service,
renomination. So confident were
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for
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that
Japanese are assisting the Manchus
He
cuss
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the suit was brought, he controlled government's recent dissolution suit
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are said in authoritative circles to be
political advisers of the president
has not stopped
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that
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Washington,
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his colleague.
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fllct may be preclplatert Bt any no- - ' ors, except the Duke, will go to the tion had no effect upon the market
facts," said Chairman Moon. "We can week.
Senator Kenyon of Iowa, today isof pine but that the price list
ment.
Richard H. Gray, a San Francisco
we cannot
opera. The Duke will leave for Wash price
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
but
men
these
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to
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a statement announcing his enand
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Was a convenience
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protect their jobs if they testify."
and all
of the presidential candi
builder
dorsement
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President Taft.
U. S. Transport at Amoy
tified todt thatafter he had obtained
of
his
colleague, Senator Albert
interested.
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24.
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Senate
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said
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Washington,
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at
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DEAD MAN'S BODY
where they were re never tried to coerce wholesalers or
subsidiary companies of the steel cor would have continued to support him
today from Shang Hai, from which stock exchange
election
Lorimer
senatorial
effort
never
made
inquiry
and
any
ceived by President Thomas, Secre retailers
poration refused to sell to him. He
port she saUed on Sunday.
a suitable candidate bad noi apout of business. W postponed.
declared the refusal was based on the If
tary Ely and a committee of members. to drive anybody
from his own state.
peared
Foreign relations committee agreed
C. Scarritt, representing the lumber
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to
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Washington, Jan. 24. Aafter con- sistant Attorney General Atkinson,
Public lands committee favorably re
the witness, tried to
Jefferson City. Mo Jan. 24. Gov- ferences lasting many hours, White
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MUTILATED
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of
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A QUICK GETAWAY York
self from his cabin six months every a troop of cavalry will form an escort
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Roosevelt Says Nothing
Taft will serve tea, probably in the
Harahan, former president of that
100 yards early today,
Republican leader Mann proposed
state dining room. Wives of cabinet a record for
New
York, Jan. 24. The silence
officials
railroad
line, and three other
in the glare of the headlight of the Increase of all district judges' salTheodore Roosevelt
Colonel
members and poss'bly a few friends when,
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which
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FIREMEN'S TRAIL
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No.
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train
and disappeared.
FAVORSTHE PRESIDENT Stuart, who was running
Washington, Jan. 24. More than
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which crashed into train No. 25; John ment on the declaration
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LAS

CHINESE

FOILED

IMMIGRATION
OFFICERS
COMMISSIONER
GENERAL
SAYS
MANY CHINKS GAINED ADMISSION TO COUNTRY.

Washington,

Jan.

24.

Maiy

Chi-

nese laborers have foiled the United
States immigration authorities within
the past year, gaining admission to
the country in the guise of merchants,
students, or teachers, according to
the annual report of Daniel J. Keefe,

mainland and 2,159 to Hawaii. Comar there
pared with the preceding
was an increase of 65 per cent for the
mainland and 41 per cent for Hawai
Regarding Japanese of the laboring
classes to whom the most Interest attaches, only 782 were admitted to tnt
mainland and 1,740 to Hawaii, while
2,931 departed from the mainland and
1,589 from Hawaii.
The methods adopted by Chinese
to evade the exclusion law are so extensive and complicated as to beggar
description. They extend all the way
from crossing the land boundaries in
sealed freight cars or being packed
away in the holds of vessels and landing under cover of darkness.
Two favorite devices for introducing young coolies consist of the claim
that the applicant is the minor son
of a merchant, or was born in this
country, or is the son born abroad of
a Chinaman in this country and therefore a citizen; and although the officers may be morally certain they
are false, It Is difficult to disprove
them. Of "minor sons" 423 entered
during the year; and of "natives'"
Most of these are ordinary
1,585.
coolies.
Regarding those who have
entered on claims of citizenship, it
is shown that the average for the
past three years has been 1,422 per
year. Using these figures as a basis,
it is calculated that, unless the law
is strengthened in some manner, or
present conditions materially change,
the next decade will witness the entry to the United States, on citizenship claims alone, of over 50,000

commissioner general of immigration.
Mr. Keefe calls attention to "the
condition of the
unsatisfactory
Chinese exclusion laws, and the
necessity for extensive changes in the
system under which it is sought to
prevent the introduction of Chinese
laborers into the country, and fr
make easy the coming and going of
classes whj,ch the law does not intend to exclude."
The report shows that during the
last fiscal year 1,030,300 aliens, of
various
entered the
nationalities,
country. Of these 151,573 came for
temporary purposes only. During the
same period 618,215 aliens left the
United States, of whom 222,549 were
temporary departures. The net gain
In population by immigration, therefore, was 512,085.
The commissioner general suggests
CROUP ENDS LIFE
that there be applied to aliens coming
to perform labor a physical standard Many Children Die of Croup Every
similar to that required of recruits
Year Before a Doctor Can
Be Summoned.
for the navy.
Parents of children should be pre- It is also suggested that the law
be made much more rigid with re- uared at all times for a spasm of
spect to induced immigration, and croup.
that the penal provisions be strengthKeep in the house a remedy that
will give instant relief and keep the
ened.
A phase of induced Immigration child from choking until the arrival of
which has been rapidly increasing the physician.
Get a
bottle of HYOMEI toconsists of the practice of certain cor
In case of an attack of croup
and
day
in
the middle and far west
porations
to employ Mexican laborers. Thous- pour 20 drops into a kitchen bowl of
ands of these laborers are annually boiling water. Hold the child's head
over the bowl so that it can breathe
induced to come into the
United
the
soothing, penetrating vapor that
States, says the report, not by direct means which can be made the arises. In the meantime send for a
basis of a prosecution, but by Indirec- physician.
This treatment has saved the lives
tion and subterfuge by disseminating
o? many children and is a precaution
in Mexico general information to the
effect that work can be secured by that all parents should promptly take.
HYOMEI is sold by E. G. Murphey,
crossing the border and applying to and
druggists everywhere and Is
labor agencies located on the Ameri- pimrantpftd fnr ormin ratarrh. aathmn.
can side who are engaged in secur-- , anrt
hmnm.
Ing laborers for the' railroad com-mine
panies,
A GOOD CHANCE
operators and others,
the cost, of their procurement being
People of Las Vegas have a good
deducted from their first wages chance now to buy leather goods and
earned by this cheap class of un- dolls as Miss M. M. Thompson is sellskilled laborers. Every possible ef- ing all her stock of that variety of
fort has been exerted to control this goods at a liberal discount.
Many
situation, but with only fair success. pretty and useful things in leather
It is shown that during the year are on display. Here is a goo doppor-tunltto buy a doll for the little girl.
4,282 Japanese were admitted to the
1

y

THAT

VEGAS

BLIZZARD

SURE WAS A
PEACH
KANSAS PEOPLE STILL TALKING
ABOUT THE RECENT COLD
8PELL AND YARNING.

Hutchinson, Kan., Jan. 24. Some
thrilling experiences are being related as communication opens up with
the snow and ice bound district of
southwestern and western Kansas
and news is coming through.
,
For twto weeks the people of
Pawnee county, were on short
rations. There is but one store at
the town, which is a mere station on
the Jetmore branch. The store was
running out of supplies.
During the snow blockade the store
keeper restricted customers to not
more than 12 pounds of flour and two
pounds of sugar each.
The town of Ford in Ford county
ran out of coal oil early in the block
ade, and for nearly three weeks the
people of that town had to go to
bed when dusk came, for there were
not even any candles in town.
Local merchants had not stocked
tip on candles, not anticipating they
would ever be needed. A couple of
boxes of small Christmas candles left
over from the holidays were soon consumed.
One of the incidents of the storm
was the desperate ride of Rev. W. T
Stanley, a Methodist preacher, Rev.
Stanley's home is in Garden City. Hfl
was at Santa Fe, In Haskell county,
when the blizzard struck the country.
He started home in the face of the
norther. It took him all day and part
of the night to make the 27 mile
drive. Fifteen miles of the trip he
had to break through a stiff crust of
ice and snow. He found his family
and stock all right, but he was nearly
frozen on arriving home.
W. A. Bollinger, a Great Bend traveling man, had a dramatic experience
in the blizzard. He was caught while
driving across country and had to
spend the night in a deserted house.
This afforded Mm shelter from the
snow, but there was no fuel. To keep
himself from freezing to death Mr.
Bollinger tore up the floor, broke
down the partitions and burned all
the interior woodwork of the house
on the dirt floor.
The interior town of Santa Fe, Haskell county, nearly 30 miles from p
railroad, had a close call from having
to go hungry. With provisions all
gone, ten Santa Fe men volunteered
to make the long drive through the
deep snow drifts and below zero
weather to go for food.
They made a train of eleven to;i
teams
consisting of three
San-ford-

e

GET ACQUAINTED WITH "CHECKERS";
FOR HE IS A JOLLY GOOD FELLOW.
Popular Play Will Entertain

Audience at the Duncan
Opera House Tonight With
Hobart Caranaugh in the
Title Role Supported by a
Crackerjack Company.

Everything is ready for the performance of "Checkers" at the Duncan opera house tonight. The company arrived this afternoon from Santa Fe and Albuquerque, where it scored heavily on Monday and Tuesday
evenings; the public has purchased
tickets
most
of
the
liberally;
young fellows have made "dates" with
their "dames" to attend the show;
the young married crowd will be present in large numbers and will rub
elbows with the older men and matrons while the same old bunch of
gallery gods will enjoy the show from
the elevated portion of the house.
There is every indication that "Checkers" is to please 'its auditors.
"Checkers" is generally referred to
a8 a racing play. That doubtless is
because it contains a racing scene of
such strength as to have induced the
late Hon. William C. Whitney to utter his since widely quoted remark:
" 'Checkers' is the finest
racing play
I have ever seen." But there is more
to "Checkers" than the attributes of
a racing play.
Various classifications have been applied to it, but that
of a "character comedy" would seem
to fit it the best. There is the thrill
of melodrama in its racing scene, but
there are also the dainty touches of
light comedy, and a love story which
prompted a prominent critic !o write:
"It is a long time since the old, old
storv has been told in so charming
way."
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and eight four horse wagons. They
drove through to Garden City, and
arrived back three days later with 11
wagon loads of food and coal for the
marooned town.
One of the heroes of the blizzard
was the mail carrier who carries the
mail from the railroad at Garden City
to Santa Fe. Although the snow drifts
were too deep for driving this, carrier
put the mail pack on his back and
rode through with the mail dally during the blizzard, missing but one trip.
Herds of wild antelopes, driven to
the settlements in their hunger by the
storm, are reported all through Hamilton and Kearney counties.
A Santa Fe engineer, Fred Bonner-lin- ,
ran into a herd of the antelope
not far from Laktn, killing twto of
them. He and his fireman put the
carcasses on the engine and took
them in with them.
Quail by the thousands are being
found, killed by the storm. The snow
and ice on the ground has covered the
vegetation so that the quail are unable to find food and the birds are
starving in large numbers.
It is feared they will be entirely
wiped out by the storm in this part
of the state.
Passengers on Santa Fe train No.
10, which was stuck In a snow drift
near Wettick station, in Gray county,
would have suffered severely had not
two Cimarron men, W. S. Harrison,
the Santa Fe agent, and Harvey Dickered), driven several miles to the
snow bound train with food for the
passengers.
They took along a wagon load of
fried porkchops, several boilers of hot
coffee and a lot of cinnamon rolls. It
was with great difficulty that they
got to the snow bound train for the
snow drifts were ten to fifteen feet
high in places. The porkchops and
coffee alike were cold when they
reached the train, but the hungry passengers, who had been without food
since the day before, soon cleaned up
the load.
ENDS INDIGESTION
IN

Gas,

A

FEW

MOMENTS

Heartburn, Sourness and all
in Stomach Vanishes

Misery

Nothing will remain undigested or
sour on your stomach if you will take
a little Diapepsin occasionally. This
and antiacid,
powerful digestive
though as harmless and pleasant as
candy, will digest and prepare for assimilation into the blood all the food
you can eat.
Eat what your stomach craves,
without the slightest fear of Indigestion or that vou will be bothered with
sour risings, belching, gas on stom
ach, heartburn, headaches from stomach, nausea, bad breath, water brash
or a feeling like you had swallowed
a lump of lead, or other disagreeable
miseries. Should you be suffering
now from any stomach disorder you
tan get relief within five minutes.
If you will get from your pharmacase of Pape's Diapepsin
cist a
you could always go to the table with
a hearty apeptite, and your meals
would taste, good, because you would
know there would be no indigestion or
sleepless nights or headache or stomach misery all the next day; and, besides, you would not need laxatives
or liver pills to keep your stomach
and bowels clean and fresh.
Pape's Diapepsin can be obtained
from your druggist, and contains
more than sufficient to thoroughly
cure the worst case of indigestion or
dyspepsia. There is nothing better
for gas on the stomach or sour odors
from the stomach or to cure a stomach headache.
or
You couldn't keep a handler
more useful article in the house.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c
A MATTER OF TASTE
Some people like Rye in preference

Iff

B

ibBM

to Bourbon or blend whiskeys, and
right here is where we want you to
sample our Sherwood Rye. It has

tht

smooth, delightful flavor that
characterizes perfect whiskey, full
quart bottled In bond. All the standard whiskeys, brandies, wines and
liquors at the Opera Bar. C. T. Farley, Prop.

RED HOT STUFF
When you buy coal you want the
best quality that money will buy
(Veil, that's' Yankee coal, finest grade
A
for the furnace and the range.
trial order will convince you that it
Is the best what is. We deliver with
despatch. Phone us Coors Lumber
Co.

,

IT IS NOT STRANGE
It is not strange that so many people eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
restaurant on Center streeL The bill
of fare Is generous and the price is

cents for regular meals.
wonder how it Is pos
sible to serve such ercsUemt meals so
cheaply.

cheap,
Many

25

people

The Greatest January White Sale in The History
of this Store will Come to a Close Saturday
White
Don't delay! It may be a long, long while before you will have another
Don't hesitate!
Wear buying opportunity such as this.
on
Consider that here are the greatest assortments, finest qualities and lowest prices placed
all these
that
Remember
reasons.
in
store
other
sort
many
or
local
of
this
any
by
white goods
every
how nicely you can
goods are fresh, crisply new, perfect and without a flaw. Then atop to think
requirements for
white
now
goods
all
if
your
will
sums
save
you anticipate
you
utilize the substantial
will close SATIt
the next twelve months. Finally, remember that the sale is on its last lap that
Greatest !a
Sale
White
Greatest
in
this
January
URDAY and decide that you will share again
Come sure.
of
reductions.
in
Greatest
In
of
Greatest
asortments
quaMtiee
point
of
point
point

MUSLIN

NEW

WHITE WAISTS

EMBROIDERIES,

Worth 1.50 to 3.00 each
Slightly Soiled From
Handling:
SPECIAL 79c

WHITE GOODS

and
SHEETINGS
At Attractive

TABLE LINENS

and
TOWELS

Specially Priced

Prices

VICTOR

ROSENWALD'S

TALKING

BLOCK

HACHINES

TO

UNDERWEAR,

CONSERVE

PLAZA

AESTARUSHED T66&
WATER

Practice

When
Dry Farming
There Is Plenty Rain.

Application of Humid Methods In Seml-AriConditions Means Repeated
Crop Failures Lessening Profits to Farmers.

d

The question is sometimes raised:
"Shall we practice dry farming when
there is plenty of rain?" Most assuredly, writes J. H. Worst of the North
Dakota Agricultural college in the Wallace's Farmer. The time to conserve
moisture is when there is moisture to
conserve. A farmer remarked to me
the other day: "I have got the moisture on my farm down to a depth of
more than three feet already." That
farmer's idea is exactly right. He Is
conserving moisture now for next
year's crop, while his neighbors are allowing the moisture that has recently
'fallen in abundance to go Us usual
way, according to the laws of chance.
Next spring his neighbors will plant
their wheat and other small Krain and
depend upon the clouds to furnish
moisture as the grain may need it.
This famer will get just as much rain
from the clouds as they, and will, in
addition, have a large quantity of water stored up in the subsoil to nourish
the crop should a dry spell recur during the growing season. And that dry
spell is very apt to come. I will venture that this particular farmer will
have a big crop next year, whether his
neighbors do or not. If they get a
big crop, he will get a bigger crop.
It has been fully demonstrated that
a considerable portion of the rainfall
of any one year can be conserved and
parried ovpr In the soil for the benefit

year's crop. Where the
average rainfall is eighteen Inches, it
should be an easy matter to carry tour
or five inches of autumn rain water
over the winter fornext season's crop.
Four inches of water represents approximately 450 tons of moisture per
acre a sufficient quantity to nourish
the growing crop during weeks of protracted drought.
As long as we Rpply humid methods
to semi-ariconditions, we may expect
repeated crop failures, or partial failures that will materially lessen the
profits which farmers should realize
from their business.
It requires approximately seven dollars per acre to grow a crop. This
Interest on investment, cost of
seed, wear and tear of farm machinery, labor, etc. By adding one additional dollar's worth of labor to each
acre, there is little question but that
the average profits would be doubled.
In other words, as much profit should
from the one additional
Je realized
dollar's worth of labor as Is now realized from the seven dollar's worth of
unavoidable labor and Investment.
Consequently, if farmers would devote
d
of their laDd to the growing
of corn and alfalfa, neither of which
Interferes with the time and labor employed In farming wheat, and put one
third more labor, thus made available,
as many acres of
on only
wheat, they would grow more wheat
than where they spread their energies
over the
larger area The
corn and alfalfa led to live stock would
Insure them a large additional Income,
and one that is not often adversely In.
fluenced by climatic conditions, while
the fertility deposited upon the farm
resulting from feeding the corn and
alfalfa to live stock wouid vastly Improve the productiveness of the soil.
Corn and alfalfa usually can be at
tended to when the wheat needs no
care, thus distributing the labor more
equitably throughout the season.
of the next

d

Anotner thfhg, snocK inresnmg is
generally bad business, for the reason
that all cannot thresh at once when
the grain Is" ready for the machine;
consequently, all who cannot thresh
early stand a good chance of having
their grain injured in the shock and
also are hindered from plowing until
their grain Is threshed. Fully half the
farmers are thus hindered from plowing early, many of them being compelled to postpone plowing operations
until the following spring. Better to
stack the grain as soon as fit and start

QUITE PROMISING
j

one-thir-

two-thir-

one-thir- d

The Collector I saw young Scaddi
and he made another promise to paj
In the near future.
The Merchant I cons'der him te
be about the most promising young
man In the city.

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only aTprotection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods
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game and fish warden, on account of
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Blue Book Needed
The secretary of state's office is
the Information bureau of the people
and they are taking full advantage of
tne
it, according to Antonio Lucero,
Kverv- effort is be- new secretary.
in.'
ing made in the office to tabulate

O

NATURES CURE
FOR BLHOD POISON
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superRomero,
new
retiring
Finding Jobs for Prisoners
company
The
sion.
only about 66,000 miles of railroad
summer,' he said, "the county gave
turer of fine filigree jewelry. He
Job finding for paroled or released out of a total Of approximately 240,-00-0 intendent of the state penitentiary mission to conduct a general whole- - meeting at Providence.
wants
and
boxes
ice
of
former
hundreds
the
F.
difaway
Herbert
will make special designs to order
for
Fe
Santo.
Byram,
will
The
leave
he
more
that
than
was
agent
anabusiness.
retail
usually
gale
prisoners
miles in this country are operated s.iys
the
not
will
to keep them full during the summef ficult
join
Princeton
found
75
southeast
The
miles
pitcher,
although he has a large assortment
is F. S. Riggs of Cloudcroft.
during 1911 but a job
notwithstand- his ranch, located
of
account
on
hot weather. If the poor need coal for one of the 1,456 men who appealed under the block system,
Sox
Red
diBoston
In stock. Prices are right. See Lujan,
as
his
soon
as
of
resigna$20,00,
at
Las
Vegas,
concern
is capitalized
that the sysJn the winter they need Ice in the to the Central Howard association's ing the superabundance
Governor McDon- - vided into 2,000 shares, worth $10 a health. He will remain ln California Bridge street.
is
tion
by
accepted
safeto
team
summer, and by operating our own headquarters in Chicago now provides tem has added immeasurably
share at par. The paid up capital is and pitch for the Sacramento
The
transportation.
Mike Doolan. of the Quakers, is
nonplants we can do this at a salary of $4,000 from which one ty in railway
IMPORTANT DISCOVERY.
of
Address
Will
Commencement
Deliver
certificate
A
at
ex$5,200.
given
situation is not unlike that which
a minimum cost."
a
magnate
minor
no
league
have discovered how to
the
of
Scientists
McDonald
has
the
longer
Governor
corpora
accepted liability was filed with
subscription to aid the work
isted at the time the adoption of car
Mike naid real money for a minor obliterate the evidences ot age. They
Advocates Market Basket
commencethe
to
deliver
an
invitation
The
names,
postoffice
is paid. Of those who
association
,l
tion
papers.
couplers and power brakes was
Univer-sitThe mairket basket is the house- were
and league outfit iast season and what all advise the use of Buttermilk Ceaddraaoen of the incorporators
helped 887 were first offenders.
Exten ment address at the Normal
hv federal enactment.
wife's best weapon against high cost
and the team did to Mike's bank roll is rate, which Is sold by O. G. Schaefer.
stock
June.
in
at
to
Las
the
subscribers
capital
need of vocational training was sive
exThe
Vegas
experiments, supplemented by
of Ilvfag, so retileW wholesalers shown by the fact that 592 had no
This preparation
each
unprintable.
keeps the skin
held
by
Postal Changes
fho number of shares
of which
and manufacturers of groceries wore trades of any kind. "Much' has re- perience, the good results
names appear in are as follows: H. O. Riggs, Mayhlll.l The Harvard University baseball smooth and beautiful and removes
two
The
folowing
Aave been
recognized,
universally
told by a retailer at a Chicago banof F.n shares $500: C. E. Smith, Cloud team vlll start its southern trip on wrinkles. It is excellent for us. in
cently been made by the public press
a simple course the postoffice bulletin in the list
efquet. The speaker said the deliveries of the case of a prisoner about the, have clearly shown
5m: F. S. Riggs, April 1. The Crimson nine will play Winter and summer, defying the
John W. Clifton, croft, 50 shares,
introduc- new postmasters:
sells
Cath
the
cold.
It
and
sun
Johns
with
of
telephones, expensive flats, automo- discharged, who wrote to one of the for legislation to take. The
Hopkins,
fects
wind,
J.
AnA.
games
San
80
shares, $800;
Cloudcroft,
kins; William S. Clopton,
biles, swell clothes, domestics, poodle papers, stating his sad plight and im- tion of the block system will tend to by
a Swope, Cloudcroft, 50 shares, $500; olic University of Washington. George- at 60 cents the box.
in a very tonio. Ramon, Union county, is
record
collision
the
ivduee
of
causes
chief
were
high
the
dogs,
50 town and Annapolis.
mediately received many offers of em decided measure."
newly created postoffice in chage of Mrs. A. J. Swope, Cloudcroft,
food costs.
The Athletics vs. Quakers at PhilaR.
M.
THERE'8 NO EXCUSE
W.
President
L. L. Gobs, Cloudcroft,
Cordova.
ployment,"
$500;
Benito
shares,
Want Deposits for Children
on a poor, bed. For
Cardinals vs. Browns at St.
For
Clouddelphia,
sleeping
in his retort. "The Cen
E.
W.
said
Merill,
French
of
Board
10
$100;
Equalization
shares,
FIRM
FOUNDATION.
reunder
ten,
can
Washchildren
vs. Senators at
Deposits for
very reasonable investment you
tral Howard association sends notice
The state board of quaHxatlOl met croft, 30 shares,V$300; John Smith, Louis, Giants
fused by the postal depository in Chi to all men about to le discharged
C. ington and Boston Red Sox vs. Reds enjoy your sleeping hours as well a
J.
50
but
$500;
adjournthe
at
shares,
Cloudcroft,
capitol
Can Nndermine It in East yesterday
at Cincinnati comprise the inter- - a millionaire. We are selling the
cago, have been urged as Important in from prison in this and neighboring Nothing
ed to February 5, in order to give the Walker, Cloudcroft, 10 shares;
Las Vegas.
series so far scheduled. popular brass beds cheaper than ever
a memorial to the postoffice depart states apprising them that we are pre- who desire to appear before Lee Walker, Cloudcroft, 20 shares, league spring
the veteran player, before. We have many styles ln the
People are sometimes slow to re- parties to
ment by the Postal Savings Bank ,,nv&l tr rofpive and find iobs for them
m
Earle,
"Billy"
13
E.
Cloudcrort,
Bass,
prepare their arguments. $200;
it, time
cannot
and
true
the
merit,
they
has been signed bright and satin finish, fine matwas
which
cognize
and
to
reported
umpire,
leasue
of Governor Mc- shares, $100; A. C. Bass, Cloudcroft, manager
communicating
so many have been The board consists
team tresses, springs and pillows. J.
Louisville
the
for
coach
as
Cloud'
perience of a father who wanted toj with our office. Not one but hundreds be blamer, for
C.
F, Bass,
Auditor Joerns, 10 shares, $100;
Donald, Traveling
The
the
experiin
past.
& Son
o
the
,u..u.c.
youngsters
tor
humbugger
will
instruct
a
nest
egg
put away
tnousamU are helped in this way. ence of hundreds of East Las Vegas Auditor Sargent, Secretary Lucero and croft, 10 shares, $100; Nadine Riggs, "Billy"
Arlie
the
and
pull
S.
practice
K.
In reporting to the postoffice departof
during
ln.
reUef
immediate
Cloudteroft, Ho (shares, $250;
Attorney General Clancy.
THE STOCKING SYSTEM
Latham stuff on the side lines.
ment upon tne maner iuco Mo- dividuals, we aim at the amelioration residents, expressed publicly through
Treasurer's
Weems, Cloudcroft, 10 shares, $100;
Receipts
other
sources,
and
places
most
of the Denewspapers
Are
new
baseball
you using the stocking system
The
plant
menta were made: "One of the
of
$100.
10
shares,
ol prison conditions, the reform
The following sums of money were Elihu Joy, Cloudcroft,
?
Doan's Kidney Pills on a firm foundatroit club will accommodate HO, 000 or the bed mattress in saving money
frequent needs and uses for postal riminal law, and other kindred
the
office
of
in
the
received
yesttrday
difwhere
tion
here.
Cleveland fang say the
Why not deposit your money
people.
savings depositories is that for the
BIG REDUCTION
We appeal to all humano and
O. N. Marron: S .S.
Fritz Sena, 1205 Twelfth St., East state treasurer, of the Fifth
between the number the it will earn Interest? This bank pro
ference
i
sums given children at birth or later ineuevuiem.
tn
sale
every-. an pRtflh- our
inventory
judicial
During
"u.
"iRoberts, clerk
,T
and the vides absolute safety to funds enIt :s one
dol- Tigers can accommodate
by friends and relatives.
organization
Ushed and responsible
on account of clerk's fees, thing goes at 50 cents o nthe
district,
Is
born
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will
something trusted to our care, and pays four
play
a specialty of misses' number they
of the customs of our foreign
which has clearly demonstrated
claims $118.20; Jackson Agee, treasurer of lar. We make
to
the
those per cent Interest annually on certifilive
credit
Pills
old
up
the
to
Mean
Kidney
things,
27,000.
money
like
to
deposit
people
and usefulness." Men have
on account of taxes col- and children's hats, alsoh some of the
ability
Grant
county
I
weekB
several
cates of deposit. The same courtesy
them.
For
for
made
are below Cleveland bugs.
of babies and to add to the deposits been sent to the association under
$118.20; J. O. Baird, treasurer latest one piece dresses
lected,
backache
from
is accorded to the small as well as
The
have
suffered
Cardinals
as
if
the
constantly
looks
A
It
on each birthday anniversary.
from various institutions, all and in the
on account of taxes cost. Call and be convinced. Mr3.
of
paiole
Otero
county,
I
I
when
up,
an
KinBella.
got
large depositors. First National Bank.
morning
roped a real scout in Dick
following statement was made by
the way from Illinois, to Minnesota, had acute pains across my kidneys. collected, $1,479.67; Thomas P. Gable Standish.
'
to
wanted
deport Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana, Ken.. .
"I
American:
some relief, but it
monev to the credit of each of n v
come Exercise brought
we
"When
New
York.
and
tucky
not rid me of the trouble. The
two children both under the age of to consider the needs of these thou- did
secretions pained in passage
thar
kidney
informed
I
was
promptly
fen.
sands coming forth from country and and were highly colored. Hearing so
accounts
deposits accounts nor joint
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L
citv orisons without money and with
H
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A
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trust
took the money over to a
that has, in many cases sent them menced their use. After I had taken
in the savpany and made the deposit
there," Superintendent F. Emory Lyon a few doses, I noticed a marked imI would havs presaid- "Whither shall these men rum,
ings department.
provement and before I had gnlshed
ferred the Un'ted States postal
if not to the Central Howard associa- the contents of the box, I was coma
This limi'a cn shuts out
a grafting
pletely cured."
in tion, which has gained
class of deposito-- s that would be
reputation in finding employment for
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
greatest number."
the jobless man, released from pris- cents.
Foster-Milbur- n
Buffalo,
arment for Lees r.eiih' Charges on? During the past year more than New York sole agents forCo.,
the United
freight
of these men have been States.
SMppers' arguments against
Chi a regiment
rate advances east and west of
that at no
notwithstanding
thus
aided,
Remember the name Doan's and
from a
cago received encouragement
time during 1911 were industrial con take no other.
Canatne
regarding
to
able
Chicago
reixirt
ditions normal, thousands of
1911,
Fk1' ' ' uQnliisMrBfe!jiiisK9
dian railroad's prosperity during
bodied men were out of work in every
most
WISER.
GOWING
of
the
WORLD
one
was
a vear which
city."
The world Is growing wiser every
dolorous since railroad building began
Automatic Train Stop
line.
and the people of Las Vegas are
day
on this side of the international
rate The automatic train stop has taken growing wise to the fact that there is
mile
ton
freight
per
average
The
urin the rank with the block signal in the
no better coffee than Golden Gate,
in Canada is no higher than
of train
for
demand
safeguards
the
gent
nevertheless
but
which is sold by the Las Vegas MerUnited States -been one ol operation which has been created by cantile company. It has a delicious
has
This
states:
report
railroads the enormous casualty record on rail- blend that cannot be equaled. It sells
the best years Canadian
combeen
running ways centering in Chicago. The
at 45 cents a pound, two pounds for
ever had." They have
seems
both
of
likely
adoption
all
pulsory
year
for $1.
open
wide
85 cents or two and one-hal-f
with the throttle
found it to be the answer to the Indifference
and the Candian Pacific has
staffs. Traf- to the safety of the public shown by
YOUR GROCERY BILL
necessary to increase its
ailroad managements. The executives
ever
begore.
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than
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been
fic has
Could be reduced a good deal dursteam and electric roads are now
of
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if you make use of
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hearing from the state railroad com ing the month
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call
and
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of
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telephone,
action
the
of
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result
Jehcrson County. kentwW
during 1910. missions
per cent higher than
of Railway We have handled groceries for the
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travel
Tourist
when their last thirty years. If you need oysters
Su9
the states and Commissioners recently
responding degree from
to
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called"
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"attention
reports
Pacific
Canadian
in actual neck clams, shad roe, Kosher sausage,
Europe. The
doing a ability of experimental trial
that its 17 hotels have12 been
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of these horse
some
of
railroad
operation
and
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water cress, California head
dilimited
bunches,
some
capacity business for
automatic stops upon
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that its steamships bothcarried a
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Pacific have
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and 25 cent
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best avilable
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stance would he ever he a candidate
for a third term. Mighty useful little
trinket, that spbymomanometer provided it is a trustworthy device instead
of a nonsensical conception, which is
ratheT more than doubtful.
o

Dl

lore
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FAVORITE LAXATIVE
One at Night Makes the Next Day
Bright; No Charge if 1t Doesn't.
Kecause of its extremely gentle and
effective action, Rexall Orderlies have
become the most popular Remedy for

Entered at the Postomce at East
Constipation.
Vegas. New Mexico, (or transmis
We are positive that Rexall Ordersion through the United SUtea Mail
lies will do all that is claimed for
M second claaa matter.
them that we positively guarantee to
hand back' the money you paid us for
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
them upon your mere request, if you
DAILY. BY CARRIER :
are
,
not entirely satisfied.
$ .05
Per Copy
Rexall Orderlies have a positive
One Week
16
are very pleasant to the taste,
One Mcnth
65 candy,
do not gripe, ran
nausea, or any
One Year
7.50
other
experienced
annoyance
usually
DAILY BY MAIL:
when ordinary cathartics are used.
One Year
$6.0u
Rexall Orderlies have a pasitive
Six Months . . .
3.00
regulative effect upon the bowels and
tend to provide permanent relief from
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Constipation and the myriad of assoGROWER.
ailments. Besides, they help to
ciate
One Year
$2.00
of the confllx Months
100 overcome the necessity
stant use of laxatives to keep the
(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscrip- bowels in normal condition.
We honestly believe there is no
tions).
Remit by draft, check or money similar medicine so good as Rexall
order. If aent otherwise we will not Orderlies, especially for children,
They are
aged, or delicate people.
he responsible for less.
form in
tablet
in
convenient
Specimen copies free on aprllcation. prepared
three sizes of packages. Prices 10c,
25c, and 50c. Why not try them at
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT our
risk on our guarantee?
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Remember, Rexall Remedies can be
PAID FOR.
obtained in this community only at
our store The Rexall Store. E. G.
Advertisers are guaranteed the
Murphey.
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In Northwestern
STRICTLY UP TO DATE
New Mexico.
That's the phrase that fits the
equipment of the Las Vegas Steam
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24, 1912. laundry, as well as the kind of service
rendered. We have the finest steam
laundry In New Mexico and we are
prepared to render prompt service of
the best character. Telephone Main
81.

JOSEPH M. CHOATE IS 80.
24.
New1 York, Jan.
Joseph M.
Choate, the eminent New York law
yer and former American ambassador
to England, was SO years old today
and the occasion was marked by the
receipt of a number of congratulatory messages from friends on both
Mr. Choate
sides of the Atlantic.
is a native of Salem, Mass., but has
been a resident of New York since
shortly after his graduation from Harvard in 1852.
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than the ready
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made foods
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Baking Powder
Tartar
Apure,Cream of

rowaer

Made frcrn Grapes

CUBS

EXPECT TO

BE STRONG
THE BOX
BOSS MURPHY PREDICTS GREAT
STAFF FOR APPROACHING
CAMPAIGN.
Chicago, Jan. 24. Those individuals
who have been howling calamity as
regards the strength of the Cub pitch-

year ahead. A muscular ailment in
his right limb was the cause of
erratic work in 1911, and much
depends on whether this has 'ImAs pitchers go, it would not
proved.
be an exceptional case if Reulbach
were to come back and prove the
league's winning pitcher.
Cole, Richie and Mclntlre are in
and out toilers. Richie is not the man
to shoulder the .burdens of Brown, but
his willingness to trim the Giants
U ... !
mnlrn tltm
uiiii InlTntimhU
iiiraiunuic. vviie, MI
lll&iliy 111
the extreme, has not yet reached the
crest of his major career, arid this is
to be considered. As for Mclntlre, a
good year is positively due. On paper
the problem is easily worked out, according to the sayings of Murphy,
who in this instance is peering
glasses.
through rose-hueA question of bringing back lefthanders is one that has caused more
or less correspondence between Murphy and Chance. The turning back
of Jack Pfiester last spring robbed
heaver
the Cube of the only post-sjd- e
on the staff, and more than once during the disastrous campaign the West
Side leader was bemoaning fate. This
prompted some hurried work in the
busnes with the fine comb and James
Xagle and Lee Dressen were gathered
jnt0 the j0jj
jjage yB secured from the Newarke
club of the International league,
jn j, tipped off to Murphy by Evers,
wnQ nad geen nlm work at utica in
the New york state' circuit. He is a
hlg feji0Wi wjth lot of fight and sweep-holJng curves. His 1911 record did not
amount t0 much, 13 wins and 14
and a
featBj DUt he is a
entitle
will
ana
that
work
for
glntton
Wm to a cnanoe. Dressen halls from
club, and, in addition
tne ga,e
tQ a perf0rmance of 13 victories and
th
defeats, he swatted the pill for
.423.
He Is a comer but will need
"farming out."
Reul-bach-

's

nl

ing staff tot the coming year had
best seek the cyclone cellar, in the
The
THE ANANIAS DETECTOR
opinion of C. Webb Murphy.
Cub boss is all "het up" over the dis
astrous happenings predicted for his
The man who invented that machine
r recording
pennant seekers on account of a
lalsehoods may have
dearth of reliable flinging material
led wlselj but i so he has stirred
and the threatened
retirement of
t lot of tiuiujlo for his fellow man.
Brown, so he emitted an oral out..i his invti. pn fills a long fait
HATS OFF
burst yesterday that painted Chance's
tat goes without saying, nor can
The Wallis millinery store on band as nothing less than champions
j
ije doubted that his contraption
would come in mighty handy under Sixth street has marked off the price of champs.
Murphy refuses to say that his op
many circumstances. So far as one of hats. AH trimmed goods and
absolute
sold
at
timistic
are
viewpoint has been inspired
being
can gather from explanations o the shapes
scientific principles on which the ap- cost to make room for early spring through trying to "kid himself" over
Now is the time to make prospects, nor will he admit that he
paratus works, ii appears that when purchases.
ladies. There Is a knows anything in regard to losing
your
purchases,
one tells a lie tha machine registers
"
marvel. In fact,
his
a
chanCe
ake
t0
Wg SaVingthe quickening of his pulse or heart
has
Cub
paralysis of the
president
beats, or something of the sort. This
tongue whenever the name of Brown
in Itself is curiously interesting, for MASTER PLUMBERS CONVENE.
24. Master is mentioned within the Cub sanctum,
it indicates that wii.li all the practice Decatur, 111., Jan.
of thousiinus of years man has not plumbers from every section of the and he will only say that the aspiring
hundred (Strong are
out, like the other players, will
yet learned how to lie without a tell- state, several
of the be tendered a contract, and that he
annual
convention
for
the
here
tale emotional protest on the part of
Illinois Master Plumbers' association
great things from the men
his conscience, which registers
its
The
which
the firing line for Chance
who
face
plumbers
today.
opened
"kick" with deadly automatic preciwill be here two days. Features of & Co., in tne coming flag campaign.
sion.
are plentifully inter"What has caused this wave of
In a way this, of course, reflects entertainment
the
business sessions, pessimism?" said Murphy. "What
with
more or less credit on humanity, for spersed
which matters of trade interest reason is there for worry over our
it proves that the race is not quite at
will be discussed.
staff? Aren't our prospects at presdevoid of "the compunctious visiting
ent just as good as last year? Haven't
of nature," even though some would
TO DISCUS8 CHILD LABOR.
we several old men who can be relied
be willing to take oath that men of
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 24. Many vis upon to come back swinging in their
their acquaintance could tell the big
itors arrived In Louisville today to at old stride, and haven't we gathered FOLKS PAST FIFTY
gest "whoppers" Imaginable without tend the
eighth annual conference of enough promising recruits to assure
MUST USE CASCARETS
a single quickening twinge perceptible the National
Child Labor committee, the building up of a Well balanced
10 the most ingenious
sphymomano-mete- r
which will meet tomorrow for a four staff and one that will be capable of
WMk EyC8 Ca
what Gasges Are
yes, that's what the thing is
days' session. The conference win coping wun tne Desr. ine outer ciuub
t
carets Are to Weak
called.
on
will be able to pit against it?
bring together leading experts
Will
Box
Truly
howA long career of usefulness,
child labor reform and new methods
"I might mention Charley Smith
Amaze You.
ever, seems opening before this inven- in education from all over the coun and Larrv Cheney. These two men '
tion, despite some of Its inconvenien- try.
cost the Cubs in the neighborhood of
, .
t0 the
ces. Housewives especially will find
$100,000, and their equals in the Na else
tfley
nelp
gome
regular
It admirably effective In finding out
HOME MADE CANDIES
tional league today are few and far suffer from constipation. The condt- in
was
really
whether that sick friend
That's descriptive of the products of between. Chance as well as myself j
It is Just
lg perfeCtly natUral.
such desperate traits as represented. the Potter Candy Kitchen. They are feels sure that they will prove the
as It Is for old people to
natural
as
will
appre a home product and they are made mainstays of the staff next season,
Divers and sundry lovers
walk plowly. For age Is never so
ciate its efficiency in getting the exact by the most expert candy makers and this Is not guesswork, for both
The muscles are
active as
truth as to whether he ever loved an money can obtain. Hence we lead al) showed their strength in the closing less elastic.youth.
And the bowels are
other girl or she had ever experienced competitors in this district Try a games of last year. Where is the
muscles.
the divine passion on a previous occa box of our chocolates. We cover the problem in picking a formldlble staff
So all old- - people need Cascarets.
w!
of
the
cases
sion except in the
from these two and the others, in- One
entire retail field. F. B. Potter.
might as well refuse to aid weak
dowed or divorced. There is really
cluding Brown .Reulbach, Cole, Mc- eyes with glasses as to neglect this
no end to the practical uses to which FRUIT MEN DISCgSS PROBLEMS. lntlre, Richie, Richter and the reThe
gentle aid to weak bowels.
it can be put, and perhaps in days to Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 24. Many cruits?"
mubt be kept active. This is
bowels
come thousands of persons who have prominent fruit growers met in this
Murphy's arguments are sound important at all ages, but never so
reached what they have so long striv- city today and opened the
enough, but nevertheless the pitchers much as at fifty.
en to ascertain the Real Truth will
annual meeting of the Western still have to show that they "are
Age is not a time for harsh physics.
rise up and call the sphygmomanometer New York" Horticultural
society, there." Brown may never again don Youth may occasionally whip the
blessed.
which will last three days. The pro a Cub uniform and with him goes bowels into activity. But a lash can't
In politics, also, this interesting bit gram provides for addresses hy a that feeling of confidence In knowing be used every day. What the bowels
of mechanism might come in handy. numher of noted horticultural experts that a man is available to go in at of the old need is a gentle and naRight at this moment it might tell from Illinois, New Jersey, Michigan any time and offer his best to check tural tonic. One that can be conus whether Woodrow ever said it, and and several other states.
misfortune. Brownie's threat is by stantly used without harm. The only
no means a winter dream. He will re- such tonic is Cascarets and they cost
if so just how he said it It would
ATLANTIC WHIST CONGRESS.
turn to the Cubs only when his pro- only 10 cents per box at any drug
tell us whether Colonel Bryan really
meant it when he said he "didn't
New York, Jan. 24. Tournament posed business ventures have failed, store. They work while you sleep.
mind" the Joline letter. And lastly, play at the fourteenth annual con- and so far there is every indication
it might clear up the situation a l it gress of the Atlantic Whist associa- that they will not
FIGHTS TONIGHT.
as to whether a Certain Party was tion began at the Hotel Victoria In Reulbach Is another man of an unMcFarland vs. Jack Ward,
un:ase
Packey
in
the
the
in
continue
and
will
facts
best
The
exact
known quantity.
this city today
telling the
at Philadelphia.
rounds
six
when he said he would regard it as a til the end of the week. The associa- business when he is right and decidvs. Chick Hayes, 10
Attell
Monte
if tion is composed of clubs in Boston,
occasions
himself
to
other
on
calamity presumably
edly the opposite
at
Indianapolis.
his friends made him a candidate, 01 New York, Baltimore, Philadelphia, is the case will "Big Ed" and with rounds
Drouil-lard- ,
Tommy Kilbane vs. Patsy
and' mrmerous other his miserable work of last year still
whether he had his fingers crossed Washington
Windsor.
at
rounds
eight
fresh It i hard to predict a banner
when he saia that under no circira-- Cities.
'
.

d

'three-fingered-

-

be-th-

d

left-hand-

100.
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Dr PRICES
CREAM
I

LOUIS WOOL.

ST.
8.15: mixed 15.8506.35; heavy 5 90
steady.
Louis, Jan. 24. Wool
8t,
pigs
6.J7K; rough $5.906.10;
mediums 16
western
and
Terri
cry
6.0f)!3
TODAY'S MARKETS $4.255.50; bulk of sales
fine 109)5.
18;, fine mediums TiitfHT.
6.30.
slow.
Sheep, receipts 15,000. Market
ST. LOUIS METALS.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Native $3.154 60; western $3.50
Jan. 24. Lead dull 4.18
Now York, Jan. 24. There was a
Louis,
St.
4.65; yearlings $4.755.70; lambs,
perceptible softening of the stock native 4.25Li.65; western MtHP 04.37: spelter wak $6.2006.35.
market this morning although changes 6.60.
NEW YORK MONEY
among the leading issues were small.
'
'
money 2
enNew York, Jan.
Speculative interest seemed almost
Mexican
TRADE
OF
BOARD
;
at
and
times
CHICAGO
trading
paper
tirely lacking
prme
came to a standstill there was some
Jan. 24. Extreme cold ano larg 47 cents.
evidence of manipulation of Rock Is- big snowfalls making worse the pros
land- and the weakness of Lehigh Val- pects for getting suppllee from Rus
NW YORK METAL
wheat
Efthe
to
make
to
stock.
attention
drew
that
tended
New York, Jan. 24 iSlver 57;
ley
sia
today
forts to put up prices met with little market firm. Cash demand here was Copper 13.9O0Hl2; Tin 43. (
Uni- also said to have improved. Opening 43.50; lead 4.40P4.50.
success. Lehigh Valley lost
(
ted States Steel was suported around figures were a shade lower to a like
to
66 but the Harriman, Gould and Hill amount up.
NEW YOPK COTTON.
May started at 100
The
stocks had spells of weakness. Bonds 100
and rose to
New York. .Tap. ?4 Silver 57:
were irregular.
close was unsettled with May 101, closed quiet. IS o!nt8 higher. Mid'
Denial by James J. Hill of tl)e report a gain of
dling uplands, $46; middling gulf,
to
Hill
that the
interests were
corn
acquire
displayed
fine
weather,
9.90;
sales, none.
Despite
tcrn
and strength.
off at
jir rol on s
May opened
orKer (iould l:aj caused heavy sellThe
SUGAR IS REDUCED.
65, and then advanced to 66.
ing of the Hil! stOC I. Great North- close was nervous at 67
for May,
New York, Jan. 24 All grades of
ern preferred gave way 1
and 1
r
were reduced 10 cents a
refined
above last, night.
Northern Pacific
Reading, Union
Moderate buying by cash houses hundred pounds today
Pacific and United States Steel shadfurnished support for oats. May started below their midday prices but sellto
down at 49
ed a shade to
REARED THANKLESS BROOD
ing of the general list was not on a 48Z, touched 49 and rose to 49 0
Kan. .Jan. 24. At the
Lawrence,
very large scale.
farm, Mrs.
poor
county
Douglas
The selling movement exhausted
sales Lucy Caromel, who in the last 40
firmi
were
Fir
Provisions
itself after Reading had sustained a
5 to 22 025 cents higher with years has reared 21 children, none of
loss of P2, and there was a fractional were
at $16.20 to $16.30 for pork: them her own, lies stricken with parMay
Room shorts
recovery all around.
for lard: and $8.75 alysis, that, the physicians say, will
to $9.47
$9.42
showed no eagerness to coyer at the
ribs.
8.77
for
cause her death within a day or two.
lower prices and as the bulls hesitated
fol
as
were
Childless, Mrs. Caromel decided to
The closing quotations
to bid up the list vigorously speculacare for others' little ones. Most of
lows:
tion became sluggish and uninterestchildren she mothered were taken
the
Points
The
market closed steady.
Wheat, May 101; July 95.
ing.
the county home here and they
from
of isolated strength were disclosed
Corn, May 67; July 66.
now out in the world caring for
are
all
in the final operations but the general
Oats, May 50; July 45.
themselves. Five years ago Mrs. Car-- 1
market continued to move in narrow
Pork, January $15.95.
omel. poverty stricken, aged and an
unmanner. There was a manifest
Lard, January $9.27.
invalid, whs taken to the poor farm.
dercurrent of heaviness in Important
Ribs, January $8.60.
stocks until the last few minutes,
when prices improved.
The last sales were for the day
not always the STOMACH
STOMACH
Whsl you tear is stomach trouble" Is often due to other organs, ana
were as follows:
aMaMa.
mwMW
.HOW beacc purely stomach remedies have done you no gooa.
64
Amalgamated Copper
The Reason Why
aV
11514
American Beet Sugar
W a
106
Atchison
Great Northern
130y,
108
New York Central
117
Northern Pacific
156
Reading
110
Southern Pacific
,nr all inpf nr tnrf!aftAfi tradhlea Is
166
Union Pacific
l trat thi whnl dispstlve nrocess" not merely
1
66
the Stomach. It is DKDared by s rezulsr physi
United States Steel
cian ot very high standing in Europe.
11
United States Steel, pfd
A spoonful In water alter meals has cured the most battling and distressing cases) of dyspepsit.

fThT
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s"

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Jan. 24. Cattle,

Ask ant Druggist.
E. FOUGEBA A CO, Agent V.

j,

S, New York

re-

ceipts 5,000, including 400 southerns.
Market 10 cents higher. Native steers
steers $4.75
$5.50 08; southern
6.50; southern cows and heifers $3
6; native cows and heifers $36.25;
stockers and feeders $46.25; bulls
$4.5008.25;
$3.505.50; calves
western steers
calves $4.50S.25;
$4.750 7; western cows $305.
Hogs, receipts 16,000. Market 5 to
10 cents higher. Bulk of sales $5.90
6.25; heavy $6.206.30; packers
and butchers $6.106.30; lights $5.70
6.10; pigs $4.255.25.
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market steady. Muttons $3.254.50; lambs $5
6.50; fed wethers and yearlings $3.50
5.50; fed ewes $2.504.
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Chicago, Jan. 24. Cattle, receipts

Market steady to 10 cents
Beeves $4.758.35; Texas
steers $4.405.75; western steers
$4.757.10; stockers and feeders
$3.6005.90; cows and heifers $2.10
6.50; calves $5.50 0 8.75.
Hogs, receipts 37,000. Market slow
5 to 10 cents higher.
Lights $5.65
14,000.

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

higher.

Las Vegas Automobile

Machine Shop
Wm. Whalen, Prop,

Phone Main 344,

GREAT

Boweils-10-Cen-

&

CLOSING
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j
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SWEATERS
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$.650 All Wool Sweaters
5.00 All Wool Sweaters
4.00 All Wool Sweaters
3

fifty-sevent- h
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.

00

All Wool

5

2.69
s
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.'. r 1

Sweaters

1.59

THIS WEEK ONLY
The

Store of Quality"
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LEWIS NEWMAN IS

PERSONALS

The Prescriptlonist

OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

Send for

LOSER IN HOT

J. A. Oonley, Santa Fe master mechanic, arrived tast night from Raton
on a short business trip to Las Vegas.
John II art man drove in this morning from his dry farm on the mesa to
purchase supplies and transact othe
LAS VEGAS
business.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
tost sight of for a moment
in prescription Tilling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

Z.

PUEBLO

W,

theKC

FIGHT

COOK'S

IN
BOY DEFEATED
BY EDDIE JOHNSON,

BOO- K-.

GORHAM SILVER POLISH.
TOE BEST SILVER POLISH MADE.

It cleans and Polishes in the same operation.
It is the most economical Polish made.

Large Size $1.00

Small Size 25c

Montague went to Wagon
LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPION
Mound yesterday afternoon on late
fitr
train No. 10 on business for the
oJane
JVrs.
According to word received in Las
Modern Woodmen ot America.
J&Kenzieffll.
Mrs. Justin Council, wife of Santa Vegas this morning, Louis Newman
In tne 'wonderful K C Cook's Book, Mrs. Janet
Fe Conductor Council, left last night of Las Vegas, a lightweight pugilist
McKenzie Hill, of Boston Cooking School
of
the
considerable
in
prominence
tells every housewife how to become an expert cook how to prepare
for Chlckasha, Okla., where she wlil
OPTICIAN
Eddie
waB
defeated
such
dishes
by
AND
the family will go simply wild over what you set
JEWELER
appetizing
spend several weeks visiting friends southwest,
before them.
in a
in
Johnson
Pueblo
Monday
night
and relatives.
The K C Cook's Book is illustrated in 9 colors, contains 90 tested and
Artnur R. Marwick, general secre- battle for the lightweight championproven
recipes that will be successful every
of the Rocky Mountains in a
Innexl the few simple suggestions are followed.
tary of the Y. M. C. A., left last night ship
match.
The
hard four round slugging
K C Cook's Book has been prepared
on train No. 4 on a shcrt business
trip Johnson clinched the fight at the
WINTERS DRUG CO.
at an expense of many thousands of dollars,
to Chicago in the interests of the asand if purchased at a store would easily cost
start, knocking Newman down with a
50 cents, yet we give! it absolutely free as we
sociation. He expects to
to
Phone Main is
want you to know exactly what K C Baking
right to the jaw. Newman, however,
the Meadow City Tuesday.
and though dazed by the
rowder is and what it will do for you in
was
game
Mr. and Mrs. O. K. Middleton are
your own kitchen. You need this won
terrific blow, stood up four rounds,
to
derful book it is of vital importance
arrive this evening from
expected
co every housewife.
their home in Winona, 111. Mr. Mid receiving and giving punishment.
in
time
the
first
For
practically
dleton is the son of Mrs Frank J.
How to get
Exceptional Values in
ewinan'o career as a fighter, Denver
M'iddleton, who died Monday night,
Cook's BooK
Jaqobs
Denhim
to
in
and
claim
not
does
lay
"WANT COLUMNS"
and will make arrangements fo 'he
Mkg. Co.
as
to
Write
referred
is
the
he
ver
your name and address
papers
funeral
services.
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
Dept. M6
plainly on this coupon. AtMorris Hack, merchant of Mora, ac- lad Horn Las Vegas. As long as New
Chicago.
tach the colored certificate
side
Denver
on
was
winnins
man
the
I enclose cTtificnt-- .
companied by Mrs. Back, left last
as a native son but with
send the Cook's BookV stnuing uotn 10 us.
These Garments were Selected night for New York, Philadelphia aid claimed him
FREE.
You will be miffhty Kind you
over
him
this
defeat
they
hanging
other eastern cities on a purcm-sin- g
did. Jaques Mfg. Co.
From au Immense Line of samlike
a
;AQUES MFG. CO- in
hot
cake.
LUCUt
nave
,hi
dropped
23
trip for Back Brothers of Mora, ike
.'arac.
Combine
and
Service
and
in Las Vegas
friends
ples,
many
Newman's
Bacharach of Bacharach Brothers ol
3CAN
GUAR
him as a Las
Daintiness.
Address.
this city, also went east last nlfbl have always claimed
do.
still
The
and
they
fight
Vegan
to purchase spring goods.
him as a game little
Drawers, Skirts, Gowns, CorV. J. Quinn and ,7. Harkins, advance fauB recognize
P1NEHURST TRAP SHOOTING.
he still has it in DAfKPR
believe
and
WfiRKFil A
agents for the "Missouri Girl" sched- tapper
set Covers and Cohbination
N. C., Jan. 24. Noted
Pinehurst,
UllllLlJ
of
the TiUiiLilU If
fl
uled to appear in LasN Vegas near him to win the championship
marksmen from many parts of the
Suits.
Newman's
Mountains
record
the end of this month, arrived last Locky
GOOD SIDE GRAFT country faced the traps here today
He is
in the ring is a good one.
night from the south and were 'n Ijas
at the opening of the fifth annual
he
believes
that
and
Las
Vegas
v
25c Value at 19c
egas today in consultation with iouug
handicap trap shooting
career before him
Messrs. Duncan and Browne, man- lias a pugilistic
tournament. The event is one of the
35c Value at 25c
FAILED
TO
in
STOCKMEN
ALLOW
luck
him
wishes
aud
it
agers of the Duncan opera house.
biggest shooting tournaments of the
CREDIT FOR HIDES THEY LAT50c Value at 39c
The following is a clipping from
AT LAST WE ARE TO HAVE AN
H. W. Kelly and Jacob Gross ot
year. A total of nearly $2,000 added
ER
SOLD
FOR
$3,669,050
75c Value at 49c
Gross Kelly & Company, after spend- yesterday's issue of the Denver Post:
OPPORTUNITY TO SEE THE
money is offered. The winner of the
Pueblo, Jan. 23. Eddie Johnson of
ing several days in Albuquerque visitwill
Pinehurst
be
which
1.15 Value at 79c
handicap
24.
Jan.
alChicago,
Although no
ing the Duke City branch of the Arm, i'uehlo successfully defended his title
lowance was made for hides in 1903 shot next Saturday, will take down
1.25 Value at 89c
returned to Las Vegas last night. C. as champion lightweight of the Rocky
$500 cash and a silver trophy valued,
when he made Louis and during a part of 1910 in figuring
C. Bobbins and Clarence Iden, who Mountain-regio- n
1.50 Value at 98c
at $150.
test
cost
the
of
Of Henry Blossom's
the
books
beef,
of
the
Racing Play
also accompanied Messrs. Kelly ptid Newman of Las Vegas, N M., a claim1.75 Value at 1.29
National
show
that
Packing
company
end
of
to
the
Las ant of the honor, quit at
Gross on their trip, returned
TO INAUGURATE
GOVERNOR.
in that period the corporation receiv2.25 Value at 1.69
the fourth round of a slugging match.
Vegas last night.
Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 24. The Georgia
from
ed
the
sale
of
hides
$3,669,505.67.
George Smith left this afternoon for
The bout was practically won by The sales
by months were given by legislature convened today for a speAmarillo, Texas, where he will enter Johnson during the first minute of. the
HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH
cial session to convass the returns of
E.
William
Weber, general auditor of
the employ of the Western Union initial round, when he floored New- the National Packing company, Who the recent election and inaugurate
tViA law
PHONE MAIN 104
...J,n a..
-Telegraph company. Mrs. Smith will
..,ri
M. Browln as governor.
The
"6""
began his fourth day on the witness Joseph
remain in Las Vegas a short time
work is expected to occupy but a few
From that time" on it was merely a gtaad in the
The Original Cast
With
trlai today.
until Mr. Smith is permanently setdays, when the legislature will adot now mucn pumsumeui me
question
The government contends that by
tled. Mr. Smith has been in las ew Mexico
journ until the latter part of June for
boy could stand and he not
NO CRANKING NECESSARY
allowing credits on hides in this its regular session.
Vegas a number of years and has
up after taking a terrible beating
gave
IN HIS
To start one of our horses going and
period, the packers materially increasmany friends who will be sorry to
MILLER
DAVE BRAHAM ORIGINAL
no gasoline is necessary to keep them have him move from this city'. How- for four rounds.
ed their test cost on beef and were
BARRY BEATS LANG.
chalwas
of
the
bout
The
winner
OF
ROLE
and
clean
Nobby,
goine.
enabled to raise the price to consumever, it is in the line 'of a promotion
Sydney, Australia, Jan. 24. James
rigs and good horses are what const! and his many friends wish him luck. lenged by Battling Nelson, former ers without showing an excessive proof
tutes the best livery service. Remem During the past year Mr. Smith has lightweight chompion of the world; fit on their books. Weber admitted Barry, the heavyweight pugilist
THIS IS THE ONLY COMPANY THAT HAS EVER PRESENVicof
"Bill"
defeated
Lang
Chicago,
Mike
ber you can get us at any hour of been in charge of the Postal office in Rudolph Unholz, the Boer;
that the value of hides during this
chamTED THIS METROPOLITAN OFFERING, HAVING PLAYED
toria, the former heavyweight
of
of Denver and Pie Davis
the day or night by calling Main 15 Las Vegas and is recognized as a fine
period varied from two to four cents
here
Stadium
the
at
of
Australia
TWENTY DIFFERENT ENGAGEMENTS IN NEW YORK
pion
M. L. Cooley.
a pound, according to quality.
operator and manager. During the I'uehlo.
contest lasted the whole
The
today.
CITY, WHERE IT WILL RETURN THIS SEASON FOR A
The Pueblo Chieftain says of the
past year the Postal service in Las
Weber said the plant of Ruddy 20 rounds, Barry eventually winning
$1500
RUN OF SIX WEEKS.
Vegas has greatly improved and the tight:
Brothers at Kansas City had been on
points.
PART CASH, BALANCE ON TIMi: husines8 has been greatly increased.
Eddie Johnson showed last evening continuously
operated from the time
will buy a good two story frame Through the efforts of Mr. Smith the that he is the undisputed champion of of its
by the National Packpurchase
HORSE SOLD FOR $4,000
THE PLAY'S ACTION ABSORBS YOU
house, 7 rooms and bath, corner lot, offices have been moved to a new and the lightweights in the Rocky moun- ing company in 1905 until 30
days ago
New York, Jan. 24. It was newed
excelreIn
on
a
both
ITS SPIRITS ENTRANCES
sidewalks
streets,
better location and a number of im- tain region. He demonstrated
when it was closed for repairs. The in
racing circles today that Hermis,
lent location; easily worth $2,000
provements in the service have been markable punch, which floored New- Viles and Uobbins plant at St. Joseph the famous American stallion sold reITS CLIMAXES ELECTRIFY
Better hurry if you want to take made. Mr. Smith gave the patrons of man and really won the fight before was a
of the Omaha Pack- cently to Edmond Blanc for $4,000,
subsidiary
NO
ONE SHOULD MISS SEEING IT
the Postal in this city high class ser- the boys had fairlv warmed up to ing company and had not been in will become the star for one of the
advantage of this bargain.
Investment and Agency Corpora- vice. Mr. Smith was succeeded in Las their evening's work. As Newman
operation for several years at the French government's breeding estabtion. Phone Main 40.
Vegas by Mrs. Laura Witten, who is was pulling out of a clinch Johnson time the National Packing company lishments for the improvement of
an experienced operator and man uncorked a terrific right squarely cm was organized, he said. The Northmilitary horses.
HOW'S THIS?
the point of the jaw. The New Mexico western Glue
,
ager.
was organized
company
ReWe offer One Hundred Dollars
scrapper went over backwards, per by the National Packing company and
ward for any case of Catarrh that
ALBERTA
fectly limp, and although he regained had been
SCHOOL
TRUSTEES.
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
engaged in the manufacture
Calgary, Alta. Jan. 24 The sixth his feet quickly he never was revived of glue for several years, according
Cure.
O.
I
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
annual convention of the association sufficiently to do more than endeavor to Webai
We, the undersigned, have known of school trustees of the province of to defend himself, with a few flashes
the
The
$2,000,000 charged against
P. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
of engressive work during the remain New York
Butchers' Dressed Beef as
believe him perfectly honorable In all Alberta met in this city today for a
f
rounds.
business transactions, and financially two days' session. The improvement ing three and
sociation was not all for the purAt the close of the fourth round, chase of
able to carry out obligations made by of rural schools and school sanitation
the company, the witness
his firm.
lead- which was productive of rough travmedical
and
are
the
inspection
testified. About half the amount was
NATIONAL BANK OP COMMERCE,
Toledo, O. ing subjects slated for consideration. eling for the black haired New Mex- for the development of the corporaHall's Catarrh Cure is taken in- The scheduled speakers include C. W. ican, he turned to the referee and in- tion's business.
upon the Mitchell, the provincial minister of dicated that he could go no further.
ternally, acting directly of
Before entering the employ of the rm
the sysblood and mucous surfaces
and Dr. W. C. Murray, "Shorty" Adams, the third man in the National
Weber
Packing company,
Testimonials sent free. Price education,
tem.
of Sas- ring, who up to that time had not
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- president of the University
said, he was part, owner of the Peoria
'
found it necessary to touch either of
katchewan.
gists.
Packing company, an independent conCapital Paid in
Surplus
Take Hall's Family Pills for constithe boys, then raised the
cern at Peoria in 1893. At that time,
pation.
AGRICULTURISTS MEET.
$100,000.00
hoy's hand in the air implying that he said, his company used a test cost
$50,000.00
Harrisburg, Jan. 24 The thirty-fift- he had successfully defended his title of beef and made a killing charge of
S. S. SEMMES DEAD.
annual meeting of the Pennsyl- as lightweight champion of the Rocky $1.75 a head. Weber said he believed
Jan. 24. S. S.
Ark.,
Osceola,
t
state board of agriculture began mountain region.
vania
it would be impracticable to conduct
Semmes, the eldest son of the late
over
Newman
own
of
will
continue
not
his
Had
and
quit
here today
a dressed beef business without using
Admiral Raphael Semmes of the
tomorrow. The association is made accord Referee Adams would have a lest cost.
J. n. CUNNINGHAM, President
here
died
today.
navy,
sS) D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
FRANK SPRINQER,
up of representatives of the state or- stopped the hostilities within less
of poultry raisers, fruit than another round and given JohnCONGREGATIONAL MI8SION8
CENTRAL BUREAU. ganization
TO ABOLISH
breeders, bee keepers son the verdict, as the crowd had not
stock
grdwers,
Madiso
visit
a
Wis., Jan. 24. The offNew York, Jan. 24. After
and the several, county agricultural gathered for a brutal exhibition. In icers anddirectors of the Congregaoverto
effort
an
in
through the south
pro his dressing room the Las Vegas boy tional Hljrne Mission society, repreA highly instructive
society.!
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
come objections to the central bufor the discussion of all said : "There was no use. of me go- senting titie work In every state, togram
calling
for
here
reau recently established
has
I
branches of agricultural activity
ing on and getting all cut p, wheu
gether with the various state secrethe registration of cotton bills of ladwas not even making It interesting for taries and
been prepared for the meeting.
Buro-iieosuperintendents of the deof
the
ing, H. Kern, chairman
that boy. Johnson is the best little nomination, gatheretr here today for
committee,
Conference
Bankers
Charles Durham, Lovtngton, 111., has fighter I ever met in my life and he their
r
meeting. The meeting
and J. H. Simpson, manager of the succeeded in finding a positive cure is three times as
strong as I thought will continue two days. The princiNew
to
is eagerly watched by the whole family because
wet
returned
little
boy
Bank of Liverpool,
fnr bed wetting. "My
he was. I do not think the people pal work is the preparation ot the anvisbo bed every night clear thro' on
York. Reports that the English
everybody knows that from small beginnings
me a quitter and it is certain nual
bubudget.
the floor. I tried several kinds of consider
itors had been convinced that the
I had in me
in
saw
the
was
the
all
I
and
drug
fighting
medicine
they
great achievements have arisen.
reau must be abandoned on account kidney
store looking for something different The referee said at the opening of the
ENGINEERS MEET.
CIVIL
the
in
of opposition among shippers
A
htm when I heard of Foley
Montreal, Out, Jan. 24. Leaders of
were to help Pills. After he had taken third round that unless things chang-1
south and bankers in the north
Kidney
and
would
bout,
the
he
ed
from
stop
the civil engineering profession
and you will be agreeably surprised at the pro
iwn dftvs we could see a change
denied by Charles S. Haight, counsel ho
was going
of the Dominion came to
he had taken two thirds of could not turn the tide that
parts
when
many
and
committee.
gress you made toward the big figures. With a
for the European
was curea. inai is auuui against me."
Montreal today for the annual meetfor a few a bottle he
bank book in dne handyou can grasp an
weeks ago and he haB not wet
"Nothing will be decided
of
Civil
six
Canadian
the
Society
of
ing
"The visit i hd lnce.?. O. O Schaefer and
will
IS DELAYED.
days," said Mr. Haight.
with the other.
INVESTIGATION
The proceedings
Engineers.
the Red Cross Drag Co.
of the English representatives to
24. The Lorimer cover three
Jan.
The
unusually
Washnigton,
days.
uncountry has resulted in a better
the want yon investigation again was delayed today. large attendance combines with an
want
to
get
vrm
everyIf
)of
Mr. Hanecy, Senator Lorimer's coun- attractive' program of papers and dls-- 1
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1901.
The case has frequently been
happiness for the farmer and his famorous boys and girls, is the kind to
before
the courts of Illinois and New
ily, and increased prosperity for the
buy.
Children who go to school
York since the first Mrs. Guggenheim,
should have good, substantial shoes. SANTA FE ANNOUNCES IT WILL country at large."
her husband had married again,
after
WITH PEOPLE
Likewise the husband and father who
that she was not a legal
discovered
IN ALL 8ECTION8.
CEMENT FLOOR8
goes to his work, should have good,
resident of Illinois when she obtained
The stables of the Ideal Sanitary
substantial shoes.
We
from her husband, s
have the
A frank statement on
the good dairy are equipped with cement floors her divorce
"hoes at the right prices.
Call In
now makes this plea the basis for a
and be fitted. C. V. Hedgcock, Doug roads matter is made by the Santa Fe which makes It an easy matter to suit to have the divorce declared nut
railroad from Topeka. The announce keep them perfectly clean. The milk
las avenue.
and void and her rights as the wife
ment follows:
Is handled In bright, airy rooms amid
of Mr. Guggenheim restored.
"The Atchison, Topeka Santa Fe clean surroundings. If you are not
IN "OLD FRITZ'S" HONOR.
will
with patronizing the Ideal you do not
Berlin, Jan. 24. Emperor William Railway company
GREAT WHITE WAY
wtfiat the purest and sweetest
was astir early today and inaugurated good roads associations In any feas- know
When you put up an electric sign at
Is.
the second dai.v of the festivities In ible plan for the improvement of the of milk
your place of business you will have
in
the
highways
through
territory
connection with the celebration of
don
something for yourself as well
HOW MANY TIME8
the two hundredth anniversary of the which its lines are operated. The
tor an electric sign is the
Have you wished you had a good as your city,
birth of Frederick the Great. Attend- Santa Fe always has been' ready to
white way of advertismodern
great
some near dear relative
name constantly be
ed by the high commanding officers resjtpnd to every organized move- likeness of
your
Keeps
ing.
a portrait that was a true likenes,
of the Prussian army, the emperor ment (or vjod roads, because good
the
of
purchasing pub
the
eyes
fore
line and 8
this morning participated In a solemn roads are next to good crops in the with every characteristic
Ho and helps to make Las Vegas look
natural expression. In our
memorial service in the old garrison railroad traffic man's calculations.
a wideawake elty. Las Vegas
we study our subject, get the like
bet"Good
mean
roads
and
bigger
church at Potsdam, where the reand Power company.
Light
that's why oui
mains of his great ancestor are ter crops, for the farmer who hauls proper pose and light,
Portrail
Waterman's
his produce to market over good work is artistic.
buried.
Studio on the Plaza.
4-This afternoon was devoted to pa- roads has more time to devote to his
if
would
roads
than
he
have
the
WITH THE BOXERS
rades, rppimental celebrations and crops
TO HONOR BISHOP.
4
numerous other festivities.
The were bad. The bigger the crops, the
24.
Bishop
Pittsburg, Pa., Jan.
4-- 4
weather wjas favorable, and the capi- heavier the railroad traffic. Trans- Daniel S. Tuttle of Missouri, the sental had put on Its gayest attire. Large portation being all that the railroad ior
"Brooklyn" Tommy Sullivan has
bishop of the Protestant Episcopal
to sell, the Santa Fe looks with
has
for a muss with Eddie Ranwhich
crowds thronged the streets,
church, with a number of other prom- signedto
take place in St Louis Jandall
were most elaborately decorated with favor upon any movement that tends inent
denominrepresentatives of the
as
a
business
propto
Increase
traffic,
29.
merchants
flags and bunting. Leading
ation, is here to participate in a cele- uary
Aushad vied with one another In con- osition pure and simple. The Santa bration arranged in honor of the
j. ommyi Tracy, the veteran
to
the
is
good
therefore,
Fe,
friendly
disbeen
has
of
the
appointed boxtributing to tie brilliancy
of the consecra- tralian boxer,
roads movement, viewing the situa- thirtieth anniversarfy
Multonomah
at
the
instructor
Whiteplay. The decorations of Unter den
ing
dollar. tion of the Rt. Rev. Cortlandt
of
Linden and Friedrichstrasse were es- tion from the standpoint of the
club
Portland,
Oregon.
diocese
the
Pit'sburg
head, bishop of
"But there is another viewpoint
pecially profuse.
from which the Santa Fe sees the
case. The system of railroad owned
IN NEW YORK CITY
Tou will find Hotel Cumberland, at by the Santa Fe operates in 12 states,
street embracing a great empire from the
Broadway and Fifty-fourtnear Central Park, an ideal locatlor Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico on
the
In the retail shopping and theate: the south and the Pacific on
an
is
west.
territory,
It
agricultural
the
elevated
with
subway,
district,
and surface cars at hand. A hand generally, most of tne states being in
some, modern, beautifully furnished the course of development.
hotel with one of the best rest an
"The Santa Fe is for anything that
COLO IR ORE DAY.
USED THE WORLD OVER TO OURE
rants In the city, but moderate fr builds up and beautifies the lands
Rooms with bath, $2.50 pet traversed by its lines, and no comprices.
Always remember the full name. Look
day up. Send for booklet Harry P munity can turn out a better adverfor this signature on every box. 25c.
tisement of its progressiveness and
Stlmson, manager.

uted for the best decorated buildings
in the business district of the city,
and substantial prizes w ll be given to
their
home owners who decorate
propertifs.

RAILROAD FAVORS

000D KiuHWAYS
MOVEMENT

IF YOU ARE EITHER
YOU MAY
WIN A PRIZE AT THE ANNUAL
REUNION NEXT SUMMER

Portland, Ore., jan. 24. Fat Elks
letn Elks, tall Elks, rhort Elks and

bfed Elks will compete for cash and
glory at the Elks' grand lodge reunion In Portland next July.
Th committee in charge of the
celebration will give $25 to each, th
fattest, the leanest, the tallest, the
shortest and the oldest Elk appearing
in the mammoth parade, which will
be a spectacular feature of the week.
Furthermore, the winner in each department will be given an honored
position in the grand march preceding
the society ball on the, closing night
of the convention.
Portland business men will distribute approximately
10,000 In prizes
among visiting delegations of Elks.
The folowing awards already have
been authorized, distribution to be
based on the decision of the judges:
Rand concert, $1,000 and $500.
Bands in parade but not in concert, $500, $300 and $200.
Lodge having greatest aggregate
mileage (number of members In line
multiplied by distance from home to
Portland) $350, $250 and $150.
Lodge making best appearance in
parade, $300, $200 and $100.
Lodge having greatest number of
men in line (Oregon lodges excluded
from competition)
$300, $200
and
$100.

Lodge wearing most unique uniform
$300, $200 and $100.

Lodge having greatest number of
women in parade, $250, $150 and
$100.

Beat decorated float in parade,

$500,

$300 and $200.

Best drilled organization in parade,
$500, $300 and $200.
More than $2,000 will be distrib
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Order These Brands And You will be
Delighted With Their

Flavor and Quality
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GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress' flour
the answer to

every Bakirvg Problem.

It's Finer,-Whit- er
arvd More Uniform.
Made by LARABEES

Famous
A

ROGERS

COUPON

There is Only One

"Bromo Quinine"
Thai is
Laxative Bromo Quinine

GERMAN

PROCESS.

SILVERWARE

IN EVERY

Gross, Kelly

SACK.

Co.

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

Subscribe for The Optic
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For a Greater
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For a Greater
LAS VEGAS

THE HOriE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
M, M, PADGETT, Editor,

Sane Conservative And Well Edited
The Optic is the Best
Daily in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business
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LOCAL NEWS

NOTICE

Try a aram of Old Taylor boiiroou
at the Opera Bar.

I
On Feb. ist. when we inaugurate our Cash
$ system, and sell goods at the very lowest mar
gin of profit, we shall discontinue giving Premium Tickets with Cash Purchases as heretofore, but we will redeem all outstanding

premium Tickets

VIQAS DAILY OPTIC. WED N Ef DAY JANUARY

at any time when presented.

IKE DA VIS

The Ladles' Altar society of the
West side will give a social Friday
night at Mackel's hall.
The Ladies' Aid society of the Bap-tis- t
church will meet with Mrs. Howell, 721 Fourth street, Thursday after-non at 2 o'clock.
The Ladles of the Christian church
will conduct a sale of home cooking
in the Coors Building corner of Sixth
and Lincoln, Saturday, January 27,
commencing at 9:30 a. m. .
The "Checkers" company which will
appear at the Duncan opera house tonight, arrived from Santa Fe this afternoon on train No. 10 in two special
cars, one for the troupe and the other
for baggage, scenery and other stage
settings. All is in readiness for the
performance at the theater tonight.
The company appeared at the Elks'
theater in Santa Fe last night where
is was well received. After the performance tonight the troupe leaves
on train No. 8 for Trinidad where it
will play tomorrow night.

ESTABLISHED 1876

24, 1812.

Finch a Golden Wedding Rye, aged
The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's
church, will meet at the home of Miss in the wood. Direct from distillery
May Ross, Thursday afternoon at 4 to you. At the Lobby, of course.
o'clock.
Charles Dbll electrified the bystandWhite Kitchen for cleanliness, good ers and travelers on the Boulevard
service. Best meals in the city for yesterday while painting the smoke
25c. Especially good Mexican chile. stacks on the power house of the Insane asylum. These stacks are the
Open all night.
highest in this section and Doll did
have been made h's work hanging In midair by a rope
Arrangements
whereby friends wishing to view the strung from the top. Doll Is an old
body of Mrs. Frank J. Middleton, vfho hand at work of this kind and moved
died Monday night, may do so in the around in his dangerous position as
chapel of the Las Vegas Undertaking if he were standing on solid ground.
establishment on Lincoln avenue. No
Rev. Father B. E. Naughton declar
have been
definite arrangements
made for the funeral, but in all prob- ed today that while many people had
ability It will be held here Friday aft- Informed him they believed they
ernoon. O. K. Middleton, a son of could easily direct him to the author
Mrs. Middleton, will arrive this even- of the article which recently appearing from his home in Illinois and will ed in the Western Watchman above
his signature, none had done so. When
arrange for the funeral.
Father Naughaton asked for definite
Made necessary by the freezing of information they said they had no
a line of water pipes running to the proof or eoirtd not make a sworn
Masonic cemetery a meeting of the statement. The result is that Father
cemetery board was held last nigju Naughton has not been able to locate
in the Masonic hall. There are a the writer. He will return tomorrow
number of house connections on the to his parish at Central City, Colo
line and they have been cut off from Father Naughton asked for definite
water since the last cold spell as a re prosecute his search thoroughly both
sult of the freeze-up- .
It was ar here and in St. Louis, where the
ranged last night by the board to have Western Watchman is published. He
these connections plugged up and promises tull legal punishment for the
have all private connections made di- writer who signed his name to an ar
rect with the water main wfest of the tide which was not written or auBoulevard. In winter the line run-tn- thorized by him.
to the cemetery can be shut off
at the main, as water is seldom needed at the graveyard during the winter RECEPTION
FOR
months.
g

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

At 1 o'clock this afternoon, at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
M. Ackerman, 124 Commerce street,
Miss Eddie R. Ackerman was mar
ried to Leslie G. Moulton of this city.
Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor of the
First Methodist church, officiated.
The wedding was a quiet home affair
with only members of the Ackerman
family and a few friends present
The bride is well known in i.as Vegas
and has been a teacher in the schools
of the West side for three years. Mr.
Moulton has been a resident of Las
Vegas for the past year, while in the
employ of the Santa Fe as a fireman.
The happy couple, after a bridal trip
through the southern part of the
state, will return to Las Vegas where
they will reside. They left this aft
ernoon on train No. 1 for Albuquerque
and a trip through the Estancia
Tomorrow will be the occasion of
celebration
of the forty-se- v
enth anniversary of the birth of the
Very Rev. Father Paul
Gilberton.
and being also the day of the feast
of the conversion of St. Paul, will
be observed in the Church of Our
ady of Sorrows, of which Father
Gilberton is pastor, by solemn high
mass at 8 o'clock. Father Gilberton,
beloved b - all of his congregation,
will be surrounded by the members
of his flock, and the day will be one
of
rejoicing and happiness. Many
of his brother priests will be present
at this celebration of his birthday to
participate in the ceremonies and to
wish Father Gilberton many happy
returns of the day. School children
from the parish and public schools
who are members of the parish, will
be present in large numbers.
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It

Is reported that Professor Albert
Randolph, who appeared in Las Vegas early this winter at the head of
the Randolph Troupe of Hypnotists,
has been arrested in El Paso by the
city detectives on the charge of burglary and is being held in the Pass
City jail. Five of Randolph's troupe
of hypotists are also said to be lodged
in jail in El Paso on the same charge.
The members of the hypnotic troupe
and their head are charged with being
connected with the disappearance of
$300 worth of diamonds from
the
apartments of Miss E. K. Seamands in
the Lake House on January 3. Much
of the property has been recovered
from different pawnshops on San Antonio street.
Considerable trouble
was experienced in locatin. Professor
Randolph but a long search brought
him to light at an El Paso theater
where he was pulling off some hypnotic stunts. Since leaving Las Vegas the Randolph troupe has been
playing in the southwest
visiting
practically every town in New Mexico.
The question now is whether
the police of El Paso will be able to
keep the troupe in jail for such a
troupe should certainly be able to
slip one over on the city officials, as
lock picking was one of Randolph's
stunts. At least so he said and apparently demonstrated whlre in Las

Only 3 More Days

COMMERCIAL CLUB PLANS BR
LIANT SOCIAL FUNCTION FOR
FEBRUARY 2

L

LET

On the night of February 2, the par
lors of the Commercial club and the
Duncan opera house will be the scene
of a reception and hall in honor of
Governor and Mrs. William C. Mc
Donald. . according to the announce

us tell you About
our low Flat Rate

Window Lighting. You pay
big rent for that small space

in your Window, let it bring
ment made after the meeting of the
board of directors of the club last
you good returns by having
night. Should the date selected not
it well lighted.
be satisfactory to Governor McDonald
he will be asked to name an occasion
suitable to his convenience.
Custom. r
W. p. Southard
At the meeting last night A. A.
Jones was elected chairman of the
general arrangement committee, the
other members of which will be announced later. The plans as outlined
last night are for a general reception
to be held in the spacious parlors of
the club with dancing later in the
GRAND JURY BUSY.
opera house. However, all definite INSURGENTS IN THE
Indianapolis, Jan. 24. purchases oi
alarm cloeks made by Ortie McManl-ga- l,
plans will be in the hands of the
the coniessed dynamiter, at Rochcommittee,
arrangement
general
WOODMAN CONVENTION
which will start to work at once to
ester, N. Y., and at other places were
make the reception to the first state
investigated by the federal grand jury
executive of New Mexico the grand THEY ARE OPPOSED TO A RAISE today. Several jewelers, said to have
sold clocks to J. J. McNamara's "dyest ever held in the Meadow City.
IN THE RATES AS PROPOSED
the
and
The complete comm'ttcc
BY MOBILE LAW
namiting crew, were questioned in
the government's efforts to iind out
plans for the reception will he announced later.
Chicago, Jan. 24. Insurance com who, besides McAIanigal, paid for, the
missioners of five states who address- clocks used in the time bombs and
MR. POLICYHOLDER.
ed the delegates to the convention of which led detectives to believe that
Dear Sir. Our Insurance advice is Modern Woodmen of American today explosions on the Paciiic coast and
tree to you. It may tie of value to refuted the charge made in circulars those in Peoria were done by the
you. You pay money willingly for Are that moneyed interests are responsible same person.
Parts of clocks deinsurance.
in
were taken bel
orstroyed
to
explosions
for the attempt
Our advice tends to warrant not
fore the jury. McManigal said
to increase their rates.
ganization
spending your money in vain. Ask us
called the clocks "a new
Besides asking that the rates be inabout
advocated
commissioners
the
creased,
"A Better Protection
the adoption of the Mobile law, pro
at the same expense"
viding a uniform system of higher
AGAINST TARIFF REDUCTION
CUTLER BROS.
rates throughout the country in fraterJan. 24. After a conTel. Main 124.
614 Lincoln Ave.
Washington,
Statements made by
nal orders.
ference between President Taft and
speakers opposed to the increase Representatives Payne and Dalzell,
THANKS VICTOR EMMANUEL
were loundly cheered by the "insur
members of the house ways
Milan, Italy. Jan. 24. Don Fran
The "insurgents" are minority
and means committee, Mr. Payne decisco de la Barra, extraordinary am- gents" today.well
are
said to be
organized and
clared the minority would oppose the
bassador from Mexico, arrived here
secret meetings outside the bill
holding
where
endorsed by the democratic house
today and left later for Rome,
sessions.
caucus reducing iron and steel duties.
he will present the thanks of the regular
Mexican government to King Victor
According to Mr. Payne, the minority
TROUBLE IS AVERTED.
would not agree to reductions on the
Emmanuel for the participation of
Paris, Jan. 24. A dispatch from iron and steel schedule unless based
Italy in the centennial of Mexican InRome says that the Italian govern- on information from the tariff board.
dependence in 1910.
ment has given orders that the Turks President Taft was understood to
a
taken from the French 3teamer
share the view of republican leaders.
shall be released. , No confirma
tion of this hasb een reveived in offiSTRIKE LEADER ARRIVES.
DON'T BE MISLEAD
cial quarters.
Lawrence, Mass., Jan. 24. W. D.
Premier Gilotti and the Marquis Dl Haywood, the western labor leader,
San Giuliano, the foreign minister, arrived here today to assist In conON QUALITY.
held a long consultation tils morning ducting the strike of the 20,000 textile
during which the demand of the worker. He was met at the railroad
French government for the release of BtationJua large crowd, and a prothe Turks who were seized from the cession, estimated to contain 5,000
x
French steamer Manouba was dis- persMSescorted him to the headcussed. The reply of the Italian gov- quarter
the strike committee. The
ernment will be given to the French proceedings were orderly.
ambassador, Camille Barrere, today.
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PHONE NOW

The discovery of the NORTH
POLE was a great achiev-

ementBut

you will benefit
more, personally, by . discovering the place to buy the
best
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Turn your search in this
and Try These.
They'll Please You.
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Las Vegas Steam
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WANT COLUMNS

MAIDEN HAIR FERNS
All our Customers Have Been Waiting for These.
Get Yours at Once as They Will Not Last Long.
These are the Best we Ever had and are Just the
Thing For Table Ferneries etc.

507 Sixth Slrtti

PERRY ONION & SON

Phcnc Miin 462

Visit the store and

inspect our line.

AT
BOUCHER 'S
(The Coffee Man.)

NATIONAL

ECONOMIES.

Washington, Jan. 24 Gigantic economies advocated by President Taft's
economy commission in the expendil,000,000,i00
ture of approximately
for the annual expenses of the federal
government, were explained to the
house committee on appropriations today. Chairman F. A.develand, W. B.
Willougjiby and M. O. Chance of the
economy commission, all were present. Mr. Cleveland was asked for a
detailed statement as to what profitably could be done by the appropriations committee. It is said he will
advocate the elimination of many officials and important
departmental
changes.

FOUL PLAY SUSPECTED
Albuquerque, Jan. 24. That Samen
Safer, 24 years old, a well to do Armenian of Boston, enroute to his

brother's home in San Francisco disappeared from a Santa Fe train here
on November 12 and has never been
seen since despite a search by Santa
Fe officials and detectives that extend across the country," was learned
here today.
A Santa Fe conductor made a record of the ticket into this city but no
farther record of It has been found by
the Santa Fe. A search of the hospitals, hotels and rooming houses here
was without result.
Foul play is
feared.

